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Non-Exempt and Exempt Employees—What’s the Difference?
Employees are either exempt or non-exempt—but what IS the difference between
the two?
The federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) requires that employers appropriately
assign jobs to either non-exempt or exempt status; non-exempt employees are
covered and protected by FLSA rules and regulations, but exempt employees are
not. The FLSA (enacted in 1938, at the height of the Great Depression) was the first
federal legislation that established minimum wage, overtime regulations, child-labor
and other protections for the vast majority of American workers. If you are a nonexempt employee, then you are “not exempt” from the provisions and protections of
the FLSA and are thus eligible for overtime pay and minimum wage protections. If
you are an exempt employee, then you are “exempt” from and are not covered by
the provisions of the FLSA and have no guarantees of overtime pay or minimum
wage. It’s as simple as that.
What isn’t so simple, however, is determining who may be exempt from FLSA
protections. Typically, the status of “exempt” is assigned to positions that earn at
least $455 per week in addition to holding certain professional degrees and/or
performing job responsibilities at a certain level. The three exemption categories
permitted by the FLSA are executive, administrative and professional, and in each,
the work assigned to and/or the education required of these positions must meet
very stringent “tests.”
The executive exemption is supported if the employee has an enterprisemanagement role, supervises more than two employees, has the authority to hire
and fire other employees and is compensated at a minimum of $455 per week.
At WVU, examples would be the president, vice presidents, executive directors and
directors.
The professional exemption may be invoked if the employee’s job duties and
responsibilities require knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or
learning customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual
instruction. Examples would be faculty, attorneys and physicians.
The administrative exemption is appropriate if an employee’s position involves the
performance of office or nonmanual work related to the employer’s management or
general business operations; the exercise of discretion and independent judgment
with respect to significant matters in the employer’s business or operations and if it
compensates the employee at a rate not less than $455 per week. Examples would
be assistant directors, program managers and coordinators and office
administrators.
Thus the greater majority of positions will fall into the non-exempt category and be
overtime-eligible. So who’s non-exempt at WVU? For classified employees—most
of them, or 76%. These employees must be paid at least the minimum wage
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(currently $7.25 per hour; however, WVU’s current lowest hourly rate paid is $8.49)
and their hours worked must be accurately recorded and maintained. If they work
over 40 hours in a workweek (WVU’s workweek is from Sunday at midnight to the
following Saturday at midnight), then they must be compensated at time-and-onehalf. This can be monetary, or for public employers such as WVU, can be awarded
as compensatory time off (CTO) instead. Non-exempt employees may not receive
both monetary and CTO compensation for the same time worked; it is either/or. The
choice to offer CTO is that of the supervisor; employees may not demand it. Nor
may a supervisor force an employee to accept CTO in lieu of pay, if the employee
prefers monetary compensation.
And what does being an exempt employee at WVU mean? Exempt employees are
expected to “work to get the job done,” and regardless of how many hours per week
that takes, the exempt employee will receive only his/her established salary. Exempt
employees are not protected by overtime or minimum wage provisions and therefore
do not and may not receive overtime compensation or CTO for hours worked over
40 per workweek. Exempt fulltime (1.0) FTE employees at WVU, are per the HR
time and leave procedure
(http://employeerelations.hr.wvu.edu/procedures/time_and_leave_procedure),
expected to maintain a minimum level of 37.5 hours on the job in a given workweek
or to request appropriate leave to cover absences.
An important aspect to remember is that exemption is not based on a job’s TITLE,
but on its DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES. This means that an employer is not
permitted to give titles such as “manager” or “professional secretary” just to make an
employee exempt and non-overtime-eligible.
Non-exempt employees are all considered “hourly” workers, and WVU’s non-exempt
employees are actually all paid hourly, even though the State of West Virginia has
traditionally referred to them as “salaried.” Being paid hourly has nothing to do with
one’s level of skill or work ethic, but rather with the duties performed and the
employer’s obligation under the Fair Labor Standards Act to make sure that all hours
worked by a non-exempt employee are recorded and paid correctly.
Exempt employees are paid on a salary basis, which means that their compensation
doesn’t change based on the actual hours they work, nor are they entitled to extra
pay or CTO for hours worked in excess of their established schedule each week.
Exempt employees are paid to get a job done, and it is thus to be expected that the
workweeks of exempt staff at WVU might frequently exceed 37.5 hours per week.
FLSA status for jobs at WVU is determined by the HR Classification and
Compensation staff based on information provided in job descriptions. If you have a
question about the FLSA or exemption status, please contact the Classification and
Compensation team at classcomp-hr@mail.wvu.edu or at 304.293.5700, x. 6.
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